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DESIGNING GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORKS FOR
MAİIUFACTIJRING COMPANIES

Pinar Bilge] , Giinıher Seligar2

Abstracl To cope wilh lhe increasing complexity of global compelilion and sustainability challenges,
manufacluring company production actiyities are occurring increasingly in different countries- Value is being
determined by international networks rather thqn domestic companies. This greally increases lhe imporlance
of supply chain design. From an induslrial enğneering perspectiye, a syslemic understanding of the global
network is crucial lo understanding, planning and controlling supply chains. In lhis paper, the impartance of
supply chain design in eslablishüıg suslQinable networks is oullined, Numerous studies have soughl lo address
lhis challenge, however only afew offer ccıncepls which are successfully applicable lo the real business world.
To idenlify appropriate approaches for introducing, eslablishing and iııproving globaI supply chain networks,
lhis paper will analyze ond evaluale existing concepls and recommend procedures for the internqtianalizqtion
ofmanufacturing.

INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing companies position themselves in üe market aıd in relation to their customers, enabling

the company to secure competitive advantage, The intemal aıd exlemal conditions for the company change
constantly. Copiıg with these challenges can be achieved thıough the development of global market and
configuration of global production assemblies. The design of global supply chain networks while maintaining
or enhancing competitiveness is ofkey irnportance.

This paper deals with üe logistical aspect of the intemationalization of business activities of
maıufactuıing companies. The main concern is which supply chain design concept is best suitable to üe
specific needs of global manufacfuring. Neither a scientific methodolory nor the design algorithms to support
this question exist at present. As a result decisions are made in an ad hoc or hierarchical marurer.

This paper aims to identiğ supply chain design concepts based on the examination of pioneering
contributions aıd to evaluate which could most suitably assist the management in meeting the challenges of
the intematiönalization process. A rarıge of ıecognized supply chain design models will be presented, wiü
reviews of üe scientific literatuıe and modeling applied science. Based on detailed descriptions, the criteria
for classification of supply chain dcsign concepts will be derived from the analyzed models. The criteria
reflect the ıequirements of supply chain concepts. Through an in-depth analysis rating the criteri4 appropriate
appıoaches will be identified for implementation in different phases of intemationalization. Recommendations
will be presented by comparing the models to assign the supply chain models to global manufacturing
activities.

Supply Chain Design
Increasing competitive press].ıres necessitate manufacfuring companies to offer lower prices for the sarne

product, performaıce and quality. Meeting this challenge requires a cross-company supply chain design [1].
The design of a consistent logistics value chain primarily pursues the need to satisry customel needs [2].
Customer requirements can often be contradictory and are related to price and quality inveısely. This iüerent
contradiction çontributes to a highly dynamic demand in which competition focuses increasingly upon the
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adaptability of a given company's value chaiü,l structure. The flexible design of the value chain beconıes a

."ri.uü 
"o.por.ni 

of competitiveness. At üe same time the aim is to maximize the profitabilitv o, the

company across the entire value chain [3-5].

The supply chain Design (scD) hereby refels to the design of an integrated, global production and

logistics network based on the manufacturing products and their markets for a stlategic time horizon [2]. The

deİigıı of supply chaiır networks coııcerns tlre inflastlucture, all chalacteristics aıd elements of the netvıork,

matJıiuı, inronıation and finaırcial flows. The SCD includes the design and the distribution of tasks and

holistic optimization of the global value chain network. An international manufacturing network involves the

consideration ofregional advantages, effects ofeconomies ofscale and the scope and risks ofglobal business

activitieS [,1,6].

Goetschalckx identifies the objectives of SCD as reduction in cost and inventory, plofit maximization,

responsiveness aıd flexibility [7]. These high demands on the SCD lead to greater complexity, increasin;3 the

number of influencing factors. The relevance of supply chain management in science and its practice:l has

therefore proliferated in rhe past few decades. Chopra and Meindl present the design of supply chain netu,orks

as long_teİm stlategic task, suggesting that the design ofsupply chains has increased in importance durinE;that

period. [2].

Supply Chain Research Publication Statistics

Within the theoretical sciences, scientific wofk iS divided into terminological (definitional), descriJıtive,

explanatory and pıagmatic (forınative) species, aıd in applied sciences it is divided into modeling (normative)

and simulative ipecies [ı]. In the case of companies and organizations, science iS not limited t(, the

definitional aıd descriptive fonnation of terms, but rather expresses its findings in designed models_ The

company management can then derive recommendations for a given case,

Goetschalckx provides a statistic sumınal-y of how many scientific papers have been published based on

the supply chain research up to the yeal 2002 [9]. The number of publications related to topic and type is

shown in TABLE 7 for comparison pulposes. Tlıe literature mostly focuses on logistics, supply chair and

supply chain management. GoctschalçIc<'s statistics also shorv that the majority of Scientists undeı'trıok

o"sİrİptir" or aıalyücal sfudies. However, the number of scientific contıibutions conceming design decJines

signifrcantly, and even more so when it comes to the configufation and modeling of value chains. An,ıther

ob-servation is that global logistics are much less examined than regional supply chains. Manufacturers

typically set up togistics strategies regarding intemal and extemal influencing factors. Since the number of

inhu.niirg fuitors ir"reases in global supply chain concepts, they aıe considered to be more dilficrılt to

manage than domeStic supply netwolks.

TABLE 7

SUPPLY CHAIN RESEARCH PUBLICATION STATISTICS
To ic\ Descri tive Des Modelin
Supply Chain

Global Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Management

Logistics
Global Logistics

Material Handling
Facilities Planning

Warehousing

14.638
972

1.2l5
698

852
62
9l

l2
208
15

15

In the following section this paper will focus mainly on the descriptive and explanatory stldies

regarding the design of supply chain networks aıd address several mathematical modeling

art]c]es. Eıblication. *ilü b" reviewed to assess whether or not they qualify to support decision makers by
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692

6.045
35

1,239
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global manufactuIing activities. A few ofthem will be selected for the final evaluation.

State of the art modelling of Supply Chain Design
In this section the state of üe art of scientific reseaıch aııd selected SCD-models are presented and

analyzed by their impact factors. Nrrmerous SCD-models have been discussed in scientific liteıature so far,
which have approached the design of networks systematically from various points of view. All approaches
shali assist the management in decision making to forge strategic value-added processes wiüin maıufacturing
netwolk [l0].

The purpose ofthe following assessment is to establish criteria to match SCD-models with manufactuers.
In the analysis, the descriptive arıd explanatory models are important due to their scope and requiıements but
they do not purport to be complele. Approaches are classified according to their scientific backgroı.ııd into
two categories: modeling and logistics. The analyses in the modeling category are based on mathematical
optimiztion models, while those fiom üe logistics category emphasize mostly economic lheories and
logistics concepts from scientific research. Contributions which only offer solutions for isolated issues and
individual cases are excluded.

Category "ModeIing"

The modeling category provides a wide range of deterministic optimization models. It develops
mathematical models and algorithmic relationships, while other approaches provide only enhancements to
existing models. The optimization approaches are compared by the influencing factoıs they consider: Planning
horizon, objective function, uncertainty, number of products, suppliers, manufacturing proceSSeS, taxation of
plofit, customs, local content, exchange rates, transport modes and throughput tirne [9-10].

one ofthe oldest, linear and integer optimization models was contributed by Haug (l985) [11]. His model
includes the assumptions about suppliers and macıoeconomic factors such as ta-res, tariffs and exchange rates
in a multi-period objective function. However it still lacks the profit and cost orientation introduced by
Hodder (1986) [12]. Hoddcr's modeI also includes multifactorial analysis of risk factors. Since both models
take into accoıııt only one product, they caı be used only under very limited conditions [l0]. A model
developed slightly later by Canel (2002) also arises from just one product Il3]. The ırnique feature of his
model is the integration of the marketing aspect in quantitative production planning. The coordination of the
marketing and manufachıring remains an omission from all other optimization approaches. These three
concepts provide a solution for only a single product and will not be considered below.

The following contributions broaden the fleld of investigation to a multi_product approach. Cohen
(l99l) records an unlimited number of products in the algolithm and forms a section_wise linear function,
followed by a concave cost function. Amongst other factors, it includes the fixed and variable costs and
expenses [14]. Cohen generates several cost-oriented alternative solutions.

Vidal and Goetschalclo< (1997) analyze the recent mixed-integer models wiü a widespıead cost
olientation, assessing whether these models are Suitable to intemational manufacturing and distribution
networks Il5]. ln another publication, Schmidt (2000) directs his focus toward the investigation of different
levels of supply chain networks. He constructs an appropriate model for each of th€ stıategic, tactical and
operational network levels [16]. A later İeview by Vidal and Goetschalclo< (200l) takes into account the
taxation of profits as well as the exchange rate by spreading the global transport costs across different
intemational locations. They propose a heuristic method for linear programmin g tl7l_ 

^ 
similar proceduıe

with tax levies on all costs is conigured by Tsiakis (2008), who adds operational and financial restrictions in
its objective function [18].Again, both appıoaches are designed only for a single manufacturing process
[l0]. After (2002) introducing a second maıufacturing plocess and local content rules in his research field,
Kouvelis examines the impacts of individual factors on the global netwolk structure Il9]. Shortly afterwards
his contribution was ıevised by Martel (2005) who adds suppliers, manufacturing plocesses and excharrge
rates as further influencing factors in the optimization model. He also addresses similar production factoıs in
make-to-stock products [20].

The point of criticism of üe studies presented by Cohen, Vidal aıd Goetschalckx, Schmidt, Kouvelis,
Martel and Tsiakis relates to üe short-t€rm planning horizon of only one period. This threatens the validity
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of long-term forecasts and thus the strategic plaııning processes within the company.

Some scientists such as Mohan,ıed (1999) and Papageorgiou (2001) detected this absence earlier or and

took into account several periods in network planning [21-22]. Mohamed deals with the impact of exchange

rates on value creation netwolks at the company Jevel- Papageorgiou focuses on the early stages ofthe prr,duct

life cycle as the phase of product development and introduction. Oh (2006) was the flrst to considel the duty

drawbacks in terms oftheir importance, types and contro1 [23]. These three approaches succeed at optimizing
only a single factor such as the profit in a mathematical function. Therefoıe, they are legarded inadequate in
the inveStigation ofthis work.

Three models remain that optimize more than one variable. Guillen (2005) concentrates oı the

performance of a supply chain and evaluates it based on many criteria in a two-stage stochastic mode]. His
mode1 also involves uncertainties [2,1]. A decade earlier, Amtzen conducted (1995) research which dealt with
thfee parts of a network: procurement, production aıd distribution. His appıoach also includes an un]intited

number of manufacturing processes, ploduction methods, different transport modes and thloughput tim()s. It

gained the widest acceptance in the scientific community in comparison to the previously mentiı]ned

publications [25]. Kohler (2008) builds upon it with another model which includes the impact of supplieıs aıd
exchange İates on the manufachıring network. This contribution provides aı extensive approach to the

pıeviousJy stated as well as furtheı factoıs, and is therefoıe an adequate detailed ıepresentative for the

optimization models in the present work [10].

Category "Logistics"

Shapiro and Heskett ( l985) are known for conducting the oldest supply chain based researclı, desjgning a

Stfategy_oriented conİguration of supply chain networks. The three generic modes of competition (pfoduct

inıovation, customer service and cost leadership) base the configuration of practical supply chain

Systems. Due to its similarity with Fisher's ScD-cİeation, this paper does not elaborate on their results I26].
[.'ishcr's ıesearch (l997) divides products and supply chains into two types, and cxamines their match to ,:ach

other [27]. Fisher's model is comparabJe to [.iıe's (l998) that recommends an ideal supply chain thrcıugh

efficient procurement processes. Fine's approach aims at modular and inlegral design element. of
procurement structures. This contribution is not addressed further, because procurement and distributioıı are

not considered operationally in manufacturing. Building on Fisher's model, Klaas (2002) cxtended the

logistics configuration for additional mechanisms of coordinating the flow of goods. Furthermore. he

distinguishes between 1wo dimcnsjons lor lhe design of tlıe compaıy's supply chain stratcgy [28]. The first

dimension differentiates between a cost- and a flexibility-oriented logistics for İnnovative products. The

second dimension distinguishes forecast-oriented Iogistics from order-driven logistics foı standard prodııcls.

Seve1al concepts for supply chains can be designed for single or multiple products, individually or modulzuly.

Furtheı arıalysis of Klaas will not be necessary in this research as he contributes only a small share ıf a

holistic SCD. Dicken (1986) scts Some separate conditions and provides four possibilities for the intematiıınal

arangement of location decisions in manufacturing networks. These are centered gIobal production facililies,
manufacfuring in the host country, ploduct specialization of production facilities and tlansnational Verlical

integlation of manufacfuring locations. His model displays the same problenrs as Fine's approach, becaırl;e i1

is lacking in business areas such as plocurement and distribution. Dicken's ıvork is therefore also not

presented in further detail [29].

Similar to the current geographic arrangcn,ıent of Dickcn's production lacilities, Dornier ( l 998) also forms

alternative specifications for a successful supply chain concept. He describes the potential of SCD basec on

varjous factors. This model is evaluated in the next section [30]. Kampker (2005) develops a methodology to

design an efficient SCD, simi]ar to Dornier's use of econon,ıic analysis. His holistic approach analyzes intemal

and extemal influencing factors of a manufacturer, arıd consequently diıects a well-grounded decision mal,jng

process. His contribution is discussed below [31]. Cooper (1993) is another scientist who defined logistics

st1ategies as a function of product characteristics in management decision making processes. The emphasized

product charactelistic aspects play a prominent role in the SCD as factors for formulating success in diffeı'ent

strategic alternatives. Aspects of Cooper's model are thercfore examined in detail within the follouing
evaluation [32]. Chopra and Meindl (2006) contribute to a compıehensive overview of supply clıain
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management aıd, to considerable extent, to its overall orgarıization. They develop a four-stage model foı the

design ofsuppIy chain networks fol intemationalization projects, which wil1 be assessed below [2].

Through the discussion of SCD-mode]s, six çontributions were identified that are relevaıt for this paper

and will be the subject of the following analysis. The selected models for the design of logistics networks in
maıufactuıing will be arıalyzed for irüluencing factors in the following section accoıding to the literature
reviews of Cooper, Fisher, Domier, Kampker, Kohler, Chopıa and Meindl.

Evaluation of Supply Chain Design Models
The goal ofthis chapter is a review ofthe selected SCD-models. First, üe criteria by which the models are

evaluated are described. The evaluation method used for the assessment is introduced in the following section,
after which its implementation and results aıe presented. Finally, recommendations for the efficient design of
supply chain networks aıe explained.

Derivation of the Evaluation criteria

The prevailing market conditions, the objectives of the corporate maıufacturing stratery, the
inüernationalization stlatery aıd the supply chain stratery determine the requirements for a SCD [33]. The
supply chain is customized to a particular company and its manufacfured products. These in{luence factors lay
the foundation for upcoming confrontations with the selected SCD-concepts. Their assessment will be based
essentialIy on nine criteria described below.

The design of supply chain networks can only contribute to success if all relevant factors are recognized
and measured in accordance with the company's strategic plan. Theıefbıe, the choice and considcration of the

necessary intemal and external factols is crucial for a pİofitable SCD [34]. This points to the importaıce of
"variety of factors" considered as the fiIst criterion fol assessing the SCD-approaches.

Thg choice of facility |ocation is diclated by the company's core competencies, product portfolio and
target markets, and also by location conditions and infrastructure in particular. The selection of suitable
production plant locations and their geographical position is a prerequisite to efficiently designing a logistical
production network [1]. Therefoıe, the SCD-models are evaluated according to the criterion "location
choice".

Globally distributed business functions and activities are important in the selection of appropriate
production sites. ln practice, the SCD-concepts are primarily utilized to support decision making for the
geographical distribution of value adding manufacturing activities, taking into account sfuategic,

organizational and political factors. The "ability to transfer the SCD-models to other countries and
emerging markets" pıoves also to be a necessary criterion in relalion to the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and
China) and the Next-Eleven (Bangladesh, Erypt, lndonesia, Iran, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, the Philippines,
South Korea, Turkey, and Vietnam) countries.

Facing different regional culhıres and resources on the one hand and volatile conditions and futuıe
rrncertainty on the other set a condition for flexibiliŞ in logistics networks. The extent to which the SCD-
approaches consider the current situation and dynamic charıges is evaluated by the criterion "need for
flexibility".

Decision-makers are required to respond flexibly and promptly to new market demands aıd customels.
Analyzing the prevalent state ofthe company based on previous data is insufficient and needs to be enhanced
by "global market dynamics". This criterion examines the extent to which the ScD-concepts need to be
adapted to market dynamics.

Transnational activities in dynamic markets face higher risks than regional activities [35]. Risks such as

demand uncertainties, political and finaıcial risks may cause a discrepancy, digressing from the original
purposes of profitabili§ and competitiveness. The degree of "risk factors" is considered by the evaluation of
SCD-altematives.

The above factors should not be considered separately but rathel in relation to each other as well as the
SCD. The requirements of the company and dynamic markets aıe stıongly associated with all influencing
factors, i.e. the impact of aı intemal factor on üe SCD can be based on the chaıacteristics of an ex1emal
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factor [35]. Such looPs can be managed with appıopriate "cause-effect rclationships,'. This serves as an
additional qualitative criterion for the assessn]ent of SCD-models arrıl for their suitability to the
internaı ionalizaıion of business ıcliviıics.

ManY factors arıd the cause-effect relationships behveen thenr aıe examined by science in consideı.able
detail. In most Publications, the supp]y chain is designed to meet the needs of particular businesses aııd is
develoPed bY mathematical methods, computer-based applications, and econoııeldcs or pıılicy
instruments. Regardless of thc conditions and limitations of the-approaches, every model contributes its own
facet to faci]itate the decision-making. The following evaluation will review the eitent to which the identified
six scD-mode]s can be used as a "guide for decision-making" in manufacfuring companies.

The effective matching of the designed supply chain network with the required conditions of business is
essential. Some contributions provide concfete "recommendations to managers', based on theoletical
concepts or experiences of the researchers. This criterion analyzes whether the iCD supports the deci:,ion-
makers in this manner.

The next section ofthis review documents the evaluation ofthe selected scD-models.

Evaluation of the scD-Models based on selected criteria
A direct comparison of the scD-models is not possible, since they vary greatly in ieir

c|assification. lnstead, a qualitative assessment should be chosen and explainej, which İemonstrates the
extent to which aspects ofüe described criteria were taken into account in the Scl)-concepts. The modelı; are
aıalYzed_ according tö üe proposed cliteria to ensuıe adequate assessment of the approacİes. The resultı, are
Presented in aı evaluation matrix in TABLE 8, and explained to derive recommendutions fo. manufacturing
companies.

TABLE 8
SCD-EVALUATION MATRIX BASED ON SELECTED CRITERIA

SCD_Model Coope Fishe Domie Kampke Choİra

r r r r and
MeindI

Kohle
r

1993 1997 1998
I

-+
+

+++
+++
++
+++

2005 2006

++
+

++
o+

+

o

++
+

2008

+

+

+

Criteria
Year

Variety of factors

Location choice
Risk factors

Global market dynamics
Need for flexibility

Ability to transfer the SCD-models
to emerging markets

Cause-effect relationships
Guide for decision-making

Recommendations to managers

The assessment methodologies include cosıbenefit analysis, ranking procedure and optimizat]on.
Several methodologies are primarily related to determining the relevance o} the criteria (e.g. raniing
procedure) while oüers concern determining figures and weighting (e.g. value benefit analysis) tjo]. sco-
n]odels evaluated in this paper cannot be easily quantified or weighted.}or this reason, furt-her evaluation is
cariied out bY ranking the intloduced SCD-modejs. Ranking procedure is one of the best krıown and c]ea-est
assessment Procedures in scientific analysis. It compa_res the advantages and disadvantages of each as;ıect
verballY. The ıanking method delivels arguments in the form of relativİ values to link anJcompare diffeıent
options to each other. This paper evaluates the se]ected nine criteria using a thİee-Sca]e raıking. The ttİee
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assessment levels are defined so that the applicability of the criterion is indicated by the plus sign (+), The

_iaai" ı"u"ı is a zero ( ), which bisects the two extremes of positive or negative value. The minus (
;;p;;;"; üe negative ,uir,", i... each criterion in the model considered to be inatcuate oı insufficiently

considered.

TABLE8summarizestheresultsinanevaluationmatrixandlistsüeScD-modelschronologically.
a""o.aingıy, the differentiation between the six concepts aırd their classification in the three_scale ranking is

"",np,,.a'rJı.g 
the criteria. The assessment of the §CD_models demonstrates that üe analyzed scientific

;;;;;;"h". con"tribute to but do not complete a holistic SCD. The next section summarizes the results as

rJJom-endutions for ways in which manufacturing companies can implement these concePts in üe design of

This section summalizes the fesults of TABLE 8 in deriving recommendations for maırufacturing

companies by their intemationalization activities, referencing the SCD,

The logistics costs and services are among the critical success factors for intemationalization projects, The

study ,,IntJmationalization of Logistics syJtems" researched instances of market entry for chinese aıd

c..i,- 
"o.puni"s 

including the SCD [3i]. The researchers came to the conclusion üat the sooner the

ı"gi.ii."ı *pö"" ofthe intem]ationalization piojects were integrated into management decisions, the lower üe

lolirti", "orİ 
b""ame. This also increases the perfomrance level and competitiveness,

Decision_makers can aSsign a SCD_model relevant to their internationaliZation phase and act accordingly

ty .i*ting üeir own suppl/chain network. Here, manufacfurers are divided into three groups depending

uPon their Stage ofthe intemationalization process,

ThefirstgroupincludescompaniesattheearlyphaseofthegIobalmanufacturingprocess,e.g.regional
companies wiich'aim to develop a global footprinifor entry into new intemational markets [29]. Kampker,

Chopra and Meindl offer SCD_coniepts d"sciibing a detailed, multilevel decision pıocess to choose the

ap.'o|.i"t" stlategy for the design of supply chain network, In both approaches üere is a holistic view of

.ih"L" and ertirnal factors. Ii 
"ou"rr'ü" 

integration of intemational maıket dynamics and the resulting

a"i_o. on the SCD to meet the rapidly chaıging customer needs. These models support the compaıy,s

._rg".*, in üeir plars of develojing a global iootprint as well as the choice of facility locations given

additional strategic analysis.

Manufacturing companies, which already operate in international markets, are situated in the middle

phase of the gtoğal manufacturing process. T'heir_target is mostly to facilitate an_improved geographical

İi.t.ibr,ion of-their production skilĞ, capacities and resources in existing and new business locations_ The

SCD-modelsofCooper,Fisher,aıdDomier,whicharedistiıguishedbytheirconsiderationof.thecause-
effect relatiorships bitween the influencing factols, support the decision_makers of such enterprises, These

contributions, wiıh aı ideal type of shates,-altematives, İerve as the best practice in a benchmaıking project

;; ;;r"irp business based .eiationship, ai-d to derive a successful supply chain strategy. The aamework as a

Çpoıory iutılning the strategic role oi plaıts can orıly be applied toward qualitative network design [3 t l, The

stilıs, lapaclties 
-ard 

resouices of plants are reclassified tfuough a mixed calculation of mını,facfuring

i""ii]ii". i. older to gualantee the required level of responsiveness despite the challenges of volatile demaıd

and conditions.

]n the third gloup ale intemational companies that aim to improve their existing logistics nets after the

fiıst implementaion of intemationalization activities in a later phase of the global manufacturing process,

kohlerjs scD_model provides quantitatively practicable options to optimize the supply chain network in

accordarıce with businiss objectives of the iompany under given preconditions [4]. Algorirhıns to optimize

the SCD indicate the prejefined goals exprissed thıough the influencing faclors. The mathematical

opri.i-rion of a design'modeı is o-nüy possible with constant talgets and given circumstances. Decisions

i'*"J 
". "|ii.z"ion 

ire usually made according to a limited number of aspects. Typically, ERP_syStems ale

i-püe-ented to achieve network optimization byletermining the lequired vaİiables and creating optimiZation

algorithms [ 1].

their intemational logistics network.

Recommendations with Reference to globat Supply Chain Networks
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conclusion
A numbeı of challenges for the design of international supply chain networks arise from the globalization

of markets, business concentration upon core competencies, focus on customer needs, and regional
ciIcumstances. The consideration of all factors within the company and extemally requires a syste[tatic
Stlategy fof determining appropriate decisions conceming the supply chain network. This research sha|l ensure
a holistic approach to supply chain assessment considering different conditions from a global perspe(]tiye
based on üe fundamental SCD-concepts.

The PaPer reviewed various SCD-models and selected those which were commonly applicable to glıbal
manufacturing activities. Six models with different characteristics by the scientsists Cooper, Fisher, Donıier,
KamPker, Kohler, Chopra and Meindl are identified as relevant and best able to meet the speı:ific
requirements of an appropıiate SCD-model. Useful aspects in these sfudies are assessed together and
established aS nine criteıia to evaluate the selected SCD-concepts: Vaıiety of factols, location choice, risk
factoıs, global market dynamics, need for flexibility, ability to transfef the SCD-rnodels to emeıging mall:ets,
cause-effect relationships, guide for decision-ma]<ing, and recommendations to managers. The extent to w]rich
the SCD-models meet the criteria for forming aı ideal SCD was evaluated through a three-tiered ranliing
Procedure with positive, neutral arıd negative assessment levels. The assessment of SCD_approar:heİ
demonstrates that üe models of Kampker, Chopra and Meindl assist only regional manufacturing compa:ıies
at the initial phase of their intemationalization pıocess with a multiJevel guideline to choosing the right
facility location. The concepts of Cooper, Fisher, and Dornier provide a framework for intematitınal
manufacturing companies already in the middle phase of the intemationalization plocess. They outline
strategic loles for qualitative application to redesign the supply chain net aıd redistribute their skills,
capacities and resouıces through cause-effect relationships. The SCD-model proposed by Kohler is ideal for
internationally active companies in an advaıced Stage phase of internationalization, and allows the
mathematical optimization of supply chain networks with certain aspects.

Manufacturers aim to fulfill customer requirements as we]l as maintain and eılend Competitive advantage
in order to ensuıe long-term value creation and company success. Further research is needed on global SCI) to
develop a method for the construction procedure of case based supply chain nefworks. lts implementa]ion
should enab]e decision mal<ers to analyze the relevance of all influencing factors for their unique situation.
Future research should focus on global supply chains and encompass more influencing factors and a vadeq, of
international manufacturing activities. The insights identified in this paper will support chanıel research
efforts along the evaluated SCD-models and give the opporfunity for development of global SCD modelı; in
fufuIe reSeafch.
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